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Abstract

Deep learning has achieved a great success in face recognition (FR), however, few existing models take hierarchical multi-scale local features into consideration. In this work, we propose a hierarchical pyramid diverse attention (HPDA) network. First, it is observed that local patches would play important roles in FR when the global face appearance changes dramatically. Some recent works apply attention modules to locate local patches automatically without relying on face landmarks. Unfortunately, without considering diversity, some learned attentions tend to have redundant responses around some similar local patches, while neglecting other potential discriminative facial parts. Meanwhile, local patches may appear at different scales due to pose variations or large expression changes. To alleviate these challenges, we propose a pyramid diverse attention (PDA) to learn multi-scale diverse local representations automatically and adaptively. More specifically, a pyramid attention is developed to capture multi-scale features. Meanwhile, a diverse learning is developed to encourage models to focus on different local patches and generate diverse local features. Second, almost all existing models focus on extracting features from the last convolutional layer, lacking of local details or small-scale face parts in lower layers. Instead of simple concatenation or addition, we propose to use a hierarchical bilinear pooling (HBP) to fuse information from multiple layers effectively. Thus, the HPDA is developed by integrating the PDA into the HBP. Experimental results on several datasets show the effectiveness of the HPDA, compared to the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

CNN representations achieve the state-of-the-art in face recognition (FR). However, most existing models learn
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Learning multi-scale representations is beneficial to various tasks [25, 43, 26, 31, 35]. As for FR, local patches may have various sizes or shapes under pose or expression changes, making it necessary to learn multi-scale features. Take faces in Fig. 2 as examples, eyes with different expressions in Columns 3, 4 and 5 appear at varying sizes and shapes; due to pose variations, mouths have different sizes in Columns 6, 7 and 8. [23] fuses multi-scale features from the last two layers. [30] extracts rich multi-scale features from two harmonious perspectives: different convolutional sizes in a single layer and hierarchical concatenation of feature maps from varying layers. However, both approaches ignore the fact that features in a layer may cover a large range of scales. This is especially important for layers which concatenate feature maps from prior layers and generate feature maps by multi-scale convolution kernels.

To address this challenge, we propose a pyramid attention which scales feature maps within a layer under different scales, exploring multi-grained information.

Most previous works only use the last convolutional layer, lacking of low-level information. This is because units in high layers have large receptive fields, and hence respond around large-scale facial parts and represent high-level semantic information, but inevitably lack of locally detailed information or small-scale face parts in low layers. [30] can alleviate the above problem by combining hierarchical information from different layers within a block. [13] incorporates low-level features with high-level features to capture discriminative representations. Both methods combine hierarchical information simply by concatenation, which leads to sub-optimal cross-layer information fusion.

In this work, we propose a hierarchical pyramid diverse attention (HPDA) network which can describe diverse local patches at various scales adaptively and automatically from varying hierarchical layers. Fig. 3 illustrates the framework. First, we propose a pyramid diverse attention, as shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, feature maps are pooled to various scales, allowing for exploiting features at different scales. Meanwhile, since attention modules tend to have redundant responses around some similar face regions, a diverse learning is proposed to guide multiple local branches in each pyramid scale to focus on diverse facial regions automatically, instead of relying on face landmarks. As shown in Fig. 1, the diverse learning leads to localization of different discriminative local patches in Columns 3, 4 and 5. Second, a hierarchical bilinear pooling is proposed to combine complementary information from different hierarchical layers. Exactly, it uses different cross-layer bilinear modules to integrate both the high-level abstraction and the low-level detailed information. The major contributions of our work are three-fold:

1. The proposed pyramid diverse attention introduces multiple attention-based local branches at different scales to emphasize different discriminative facial regions at various scales automatically, avoiding the need of face landmark detection. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt of automatic locating multiple complementary facial regions in general face recognition.

2. Instead of simple concatenation or addition, a hierarchical bilinear pooling is presented to combine features from different hierarchical layers, covering both local details or small-scale face regions in low layers to high-level abstraction and large-scale parts in high layers.

3. The proposed model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on several challenging face recognition tasks.
Figure 3. **Framework of the proposed hierarchical pyramid diverse attention (HPDA) model.** GAP and FC layers mean global average pooling and fully connected layers. Local CNNs learn rich local representations which mainly consist of a pyramid diverse attention (PDA) and a hierarchical bilinear pooling (HBP). The PDA aims at learning multi-scale diverse local features. The HBP fuses complementary local information from hierarchical layers.

Figure 4. **Framework of the proposed pyramid diverse attention (PDA).** We set the number of local branches to 3 as an example. It consists of a pyramid attention and a diverse learning. The former allows the network to weigh face parts at various scales automatically. The latter guides multiple local branches to extract diverse local representations.

Figure 5. **Framework of the LANet**, where $h$, $w$ and $c$ represent height, width and number of feature maps, respectively. $r$ is the reduction ratio.

2. Related Work

Related face recognition and attention modules are reviewed.

2.1. Face Recognition

Deep learning learns representations from global faces or local patches for face recognition. For the latter, there are landmark-based and attention-based methods.

Global faces based models usually accept whole faces as inputs [22, 34, 19, 28, 3]. However, local patches are not taken into consideration, resulting in sub-optimal performances when global face appearances change dramatically. To address this problem, several works train multiple CNNs separately on different local patches cropped around face landmarks [23, 18]. Since networks are not trained jointly, correlations of multiple face regions are not well explored. To overcome this issue, some methods are proposed to jointly train models [4, 14, 38, 13]. However, these landmark-based methods rely on face landmarks which may not be reliable in some cases. Besides, different facial parts should have different discriminative abilities [30], which are not considered in most existing works.

Attention-based works use attention mechanisms to weigh local patches automatically without using face landmarks. [30] is an early attempt to achieve this for the general face recognition, where a spatial attention (i.e. LANet) is proposed to capture important local regions and weigh adaptively on different local regions. In [12], importance of each local pair is modeled by a low-rank bilinear pooling. However, only the last convolutional layer is used, resulting in loss of local details or small-scale objects in low layers because of information loss in CNN propagation.

2.2. Attention Modules

Attention modules have been widely used in computer vision [9, 6, 27, 37]. [5, 16, 17] localize flexible parts by spatial transformer networks with localization constraints. [40] generates local features on feature space by the ROI pooling. [44, 39] locate parts with prior knowledge about their approximate locations. [20, 36] use RNN or LSTM models for sequentially selecting attention regions and learning features for each part. To our knowledge, our work is the first effort to automatically learn diverse local representations for general face recognition without prior spatial constraints. Besides, compared with many approaches which learn local features from original images, our proposed model extracts features from feature maps, which is computationally cheap.
Orthogonality can guide the diverse feature learning. The singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied in [21, 24] to constrain the solution on a Stiefel manifold. [11] uses SVD on weights of the last layer to reduce feature correlations. However, SVD-based constraints are computationally expensive, limiting the learning flexibility. In contrast, our approach encourages diverse feature learning by a simple yet effective divergence loss on feature maps with very limited additional computation overhead.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overall Framework

As shown in Fig. 3, our framework consists of four parts: stem CNN, local CNNs, global CNN and classification.

Due to its good performance, HSNet-61 model [30] is used. SENet [9] can enhance important feature maps and inhibit less informative. Since layers in HSNet model contain feature maps captured at various sizes, we fuse SENet with HSNet model to improve the model capacity, namely SENet-HSNet. There are three blocks. The first two blocks are used as the stem CNN, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In the third block, every two layers of five layers are used as inputs of local CNNs which are designed to extract hierarchical multi-scale diverse local features. More details are discussed in Sec. 3.2. SENet-HSNet model is the default model if not specified. We also consider LS-CNN model [30] as the stem CNN due to its powerful generalization ability. In theory, our proposed hierarchical pyramid diverse attention module can be applied to any networks. Here, we investigate the above two networks as representatives.

Finally, the learned global and local information is combined to further boost the accuracy. Global CNN extracts the holistic face representation by consecutive global average pooling (GAP) and fully connected (FC) layers with 512 units. Local CNNs output 512 units. We can obtain joint local and global representations with 1024 units, followed by a FC layer with 512 units and a classification layer.

3.2. Local CNNs

Local CNNs are developed to extract multi-scale diverse local features hierarchically, which consist of a pyramid attention and a diverse learning. Specifically, due to pose variations or large expression changes, facial parts may have varying sizes. Therefore, it is necessary to represent local patches at various sizes. To this aim, a pyramid attention is proposed to locate multi-scale discriminative facial regions adaptively. However, it is possible that multiple local branches have redundant responses around the similar regions, like similar eye responses in Fig. 1, Column 2. To address this issue, a diverse learning is proposed to guide multiple branches to locate diverse facial regions automatically. The pyramid diverse attention (PDA) is formed by combining the pyramid attention with the diverse learning.

Besides, few works consider hierarchical features from different layers in face recognition, resulting in loss of discriminative features from low layers. To alleviate this issue, the hierarchical bilinear pooling is used to explore good inter-layer interactions.

3.2.1 Pyramid Attention

The framework is shown in Fig. 4. There are multi-scale local representations encoded in a single layer, making it necessary to calibrate features at different scales.

Let $X \in R^{h \times w \times c}$ denote the input of the pyramid attention, where $h$, $w$ and $c$ represent height, width and number of feature maps, respectively. First, feature maps are splitted into outputs with different scales $[X_1, X_2, ..., X_S]$, where $S$ is the number of scales. $X_i \in R^{h_i \times w_i \times c}$ is the output of the $i^{th}$ level, where $h_i \times w_i$ represent the spatial size. The finest level has the same size as input $X$. The other levels split feature maps into different sub-regions, and then pool features in corresponding sub-regions.

Second, for the $i^{th}$ scale, the target is to output diverse attention masks $[M^1_i, M^2_i, ..., M^B_i]$, where $B$ is the number of local branches. The $j^{th}$ output attention mask in the $i^{th}$ scale has the same spatial size as the input $X$, i.e. $M^j_i \in R^{h_i \times w_i}$. To model the feature map spatially, the Local Attention Network (LANet) from [30] is used, as shown in Fig. 5. Weights of different spatial locations are regressed by two consecutive convolutional layers. The first layer has $\frac{c}{r}$ feature maps, followed by a ReLU layer to increase the non-linearity. $r$ means the channel reduction ratio. The second one generates a feature map (i.e. $M^j_i$) with a sigmoid function.

Third, we upsample different attention masks $M^j_i$ across multiple local branches $(j \in [1, 2, ..., B])$ in different pyramid scales $(i \in [1, 2, ..., S])$ to have the same size as input $X \in R^{h \times w \times c}$ using a bilinear interpolation.

Then, refined feature maps $R^j_i$ for the $j^{th}$ local branch in the $i^{th}$ scale is aggregated by the product of the attention mask $M^j_i$ and input $X$:

$$R^j_i = X \circ M^j_i,$$  

(1)

where $\circ$ denotes Hadamard product.

Finally, output of $i^{th}$ scale is obtained by first concatenating $B$ local branches and followed by a $1 \times 1$ convolutional layer to output $c$ feature maps. Then, feature maps across different scales are concatenated, regarded as outputs of the pyramid attention.

However, it may be difficult for multiple local branches in the same scale to find different discriminative regions simultaneously. To address this problem, a diverse learning is proposed to guide the learning of complementary information across different local branches.
3.2.2 Diverse Learning

A divergence loss $L_D$ is proposed to guide multiple local branches to learn diverse attention masks (i.e., $M_1^1, M_2^1, ..., M_B^1$), locating diverse face regions and achieving a robust recognition from diversified parts (e.g. the left eye and mouth if the right eye is occluded in Fig. 1, Row 6, Column 8). The formulation is defined as following:

$$L_D = \frac{2}{SB(B-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{B} \sum_{k=1}^{B} \max(0, t - (M_i^j - M_i^k)^2),$$

where $t$ is a hyper-parameter margin. $M_i^j$ and $M_i^k$ represent attention masks learned by local branches $j$ and $k$ in the $i^{th}$ scale, respectively.

The diverse learning encourages each local branch to learn different attention masks by increasing their distances. Since each attention mask is applied on the same feature maps, diverse attention masks can locate different local patches. Consequently, the diverse learning can alleviate the problem of redundant responses in Fig. 1, Column 2, and extract diverse local patches, as shown in Fig. 1, Columns 3, 4 and 5. It is possible that some less important facial parts and even noisy background noise are located, resulting in sub-optimal facial representations. To overcome this issue, the classification loss is used with the divergence loss to select discriminative local patches. Only discriminative local patches are emphasized. This explains why attention masks may have overlaps among different local branches where some attention masks emphasize small regions while some focus on larger facial parts.

3.2.3 Hierarchical Bilinear Pooling

Most existing works learn features from the last convolutional layer. However, representations from the individual layer are not comprehensive. We consider to fuse features from multiple hierarchical layers.

There are five layers in the last block of HSNet-61 model, shown in Fig. 3. The pyramid diverse attention is applied in every two layers, extracting complementary local information across different layers. Each single layer contains three parallel paths and the deepest path has three convolutional layers. Therefore, different features can be extracted hierarchically in every two layers. Instead of simple concatenation or addition, we adopt the approach in [41] to aggregate information from different layers.

Suppose $X \in R^{h \times w \times c_1}$ and $Y \in R^{h \times w \times c_2}$ are outputs of two different layers, where $h$ and $w$ represent height and width of feature maps, respectively. $c_1$ and $c_2$ mean the number of feature maps in two different layers. We denote a $c_1$ dimensional feature at a spatial location on $X$ as $x = [X_1, X_2, ..., X_{c_1}]$. Similarly, a $c_2$ dimensional feature from $Y$ is $y = [Y_1, Y_2, ..., Y_{c_2}]$.

To capture more comprehensive local features, the cross-layer interaction is used, which is defined as following:

$$z_i = x^T W_i y = x^T U_i V_i^T y = U_i^T x \circ V_i^T y,$$

where $W_i \in R^{c \times c}$ is the projection matrix and $z_i$ is the projected output. $\circ$ means Hadamard product. In [41], the projection matrix is factorized into two one-rank vectors $U_i, V_i \in R^c$.

To encode local information, features should be expanded to a high dimensional space by linear mappings. Therefore, a weight matrix $w = [w_1, w_2, ..., w_d]$ is defined to obtain a $d$ dimensional feature $z$.

$$z = U^T x \circ V^T y,$$

where $U, V \in R^{c \times d}$ and $d$ is the dimension of the projected feature.

We consider to aggregate features from more layers, capturing more discriminative local features. Let $X^1$, $X^2$, $X^3$ represent outputs from three different layers. Eq. (4) is extended to concatenate multiple cross-layer representations:

$$z = Concat(U^T x^1 \circ V^T x^2, U^T x^1 \circ S^T x^3, V^T x^2 \circ S^T x^3).$$

Finally, a FC layer is used to reduce dimension to 512.

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct experimental validation of the proposed HPDA model on several datasets.

4.1. Data Sets

4.1.1 Training Data

VGGFace2. VGGFace2 [1] has 3.14 million faces from 8,631 subjects, which covers a large range of poses, ages, ethnicities and professions. It is the default training dataset if unspecified.

MS-Celeb-1M. The original MS-Celeb-1M dataset [8] contains too much noise. To get a high-quality dataset, [3] refined the dataset and made it publicly available. There are about 85,000 subjects with 5.8 million aligned images.

4.1.2 Test Data

Experiments are conducted on several datasets, including IJB-A [15] quality, CALFW [46], CACD-VS [2], CPLFW [45], VGGFace2-FP [1] and LFW [10] datasets. For the IJB-A quality dataset, following the work [7], there are 1.543 high-quality faces from 500 subjects and 6,196 low-quality images from 489 identities. The protocol is that each image is compared with every other image, making the task very challenging. There are 9.56 million pairs. For more details about other datasets, please refer to their references.
Table 1. Ablation analysis (%) of the HPDA. Global CNN or local CNNs refer to the framework in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LFW</th>
<th>CPLFW</th>
<th>CALFW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/o diverse learning</td>
<td>99.15</td>
<td>85.82</td>
<td>90.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/o hierarchical</td>
<td>99.07</td>
<td>85.63</td>
<td>90.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global CNN</td>
<td>99.10</td>
<td>79.30</td>
<td>89.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local CNNs</td>
<td>99.22</td>
<td>85.73</td>
<td>90.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPDA</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of varying number of CNNs refer to the framework in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>Channel fusion</th>
<th>LFW</th>
<th>CPLFW</th>
<th>CALFW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.30</td>
<td>85.93</td>
<td>90.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.17</td>
<td>85.77</td>
<td>90.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.15</td>
<td>85.53</td>
<td>91.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.08</td>
<td>85.63</td>
<td>90.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.07</td>
<td>86.14</td>
<td>90.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.20</td>
<td>85.98</td>
<td>90.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.15</td>
<td>85.73</td>
<td>90.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>98.97</td>
<td>85.18</td>
<td>90.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.20</td>
<td>85.97</td>
<td>90.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Concat</td>
<td>99.17</td>
<td>85.82</td>
<td>90.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>99.18</td>
<td>85.67</td>
<td>90.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>HBP</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Implementation Details

CPLFW and CALFW datasets provide cropped faces. For other datasets, faces are cropped by MTCNN [42].

The $t$ in Eq. (2) is set to 1 empirically. After comparative experiments, the number of local branches is 3 (i.e. $B = 3$) and the pyramid diverse attention in Fig. 4 has three pyramid scales (i.e. $S = 3$).

4.3. Ablation Analysis

We conduct several experiments to analyze the proposed model on LFW, CPLFW and CALFW datasets. Tables 1 and 2 give detailed investigations.

**Importance of Diverse Learning.** To locate diverse facial regions automatically in multiple local branches, a diverse learning is proposed. Competitive results demonstrate its superiority in Table 1.

Besides, this is a face landmark free approach. For example, MTCNN [42] fails to detect landmarks for faces in Fig. 2, Row 1. For such challenging cases, our model can still learn discriminative local patches regardless of loss of face organs and noisy background (Row 3). Besides, it is also observed that in Fig. 1, Columns 3, 4 and 5, diverse attentions are generated by three local branches when the diverse learning is used, compared with the model without the diverse learning in Fig. 1, Column 2. This is because the diverse learning can emphasize informative face regions and suppress less important ones or background distraction. On one hand, discriminative local patches are enlarged. For example, as demonstrated in Fig. 2, Columns 6, 8, without diverse learning, discriminative face regions are lost in Row 2 under dramatic illumination changes or pose variations. However, our method locates rich discriminative face regions in Row 3. This benefits from the diverse learning which pushes models to learn more discriminative regions. On the other hand, our method suppresses noisy regions, like goggles in Fig. 2, Columns 1, 2, Row 3, compared with the model without the diverse learning in Row 2.

**Importance of Hierarchical Features.** Compared with the last convolutional layer which captures high-level face abstractions, lower layers preserve more local details or small-scale face parts, exhibiting complementary components.

Our model fuses features from three different layers hierarchically, as shown in Fig. 3. To investigate the necessity, we compare the HPDA model with the model without hierarchical information (i.e. w/o hierarchical) which only extracts features based on the last convolutional layer. As demonstrated in Table 1, our HPDA has slightly better overall performances. This shows the complementary information contained in low layers.

**Effects of Hierarchical Bilinear Pooling.** It is intuitive to directly concatenate or add feature maps from different layers. However, simply concatenation or addition fails to capture rich inter-layer feature relations. To overcome this issue, we use hierarchical bilinear pooling (HBP) to incorporate multiple cross-layer interaction modules to learn complementary information from different layers.

Experiments are conducted to compare HBP with concatenation and addition. For fair comparison, channels in each layer are transformed to a high dimension by $1 \times 1$ convolution as the HBP, encoding rich local information. Table 2 shows that HBP achieves slightly better performances than concatenation or addition, demonstrating that its superiority in capturing inter-layer feature relations.

**Effects of Number of Local Branches $B$.** We set $B$ to 1, 3 and 5. The performance increases when $B$ is changed from 1 to 3. This is because more discriminative facial regions are located by varying local branches which are guided by the diverse learning, boosting the performance. However, the performance drops slightly when $B$ is changed from 3 to 5. This can be explained by the fact that the diverse learning encourages diverse information extracted by different branches, resulting in useless or noisy information in some branches when $B$ is too large.
Importance of Local CNNs and Global CNN. First, as shown in Fig. 1, the global CNN tends to characterize some less informative regions (e.g. cheek in Column 7, Rows 3, 4) and model more background information, compared with the local CNNs (Column 7 to Column 6, Rows 3, 4). On the other hand, the local CNNs focus on informative areas (Column 6, Rows 3, 4). This explains why the local CNNs offer performance improvement compared with the global CNN, as shown in Table 1.

Second, global features describe general information of whole faces (Fig. 1, Column 7). Differently, the local CNNs encode more detailed characteristics within different local patches (Fig. 1, Column 6). Take faces in Fig. 1, Rows 3, 4 as examples, the noses and the shape of whole faces remain similar in these two faces despite changes of the global face appearances. The global CNN can represent holistic face shapes (Column 7) and the local CNNs can describe noses (Column 6). It is intuitive to combine the global CNN with the local CNNs to boost the performance. It is observed that the combined global and local representation (Column 8) is more descriptive compared with the global CNN (Column 7) and the local CNNs (Column 6).

Effects of the Scale Level Number $S$. We set the scale number $S$ in the pyramid attention to 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, where scale 7 is used for $S = 1$ and scale 7, 5, 3 and 1 are used for $S = 4$. However, setting proper scale levels is necessary to boost the performance. The HPDA achieves the best overall performance when $S = 3$ in Table 2.

Discriminative face regions have varying sizes due to expression changes (e.g. eyes in Fig. 2, Row 1, Columns 3, 4, 5) and pose changes (e.g. mouths in Fig. 2, Row 1, Columns 6, 7, 8). Although HSNet model extracts rich multi-scale features in a single layer by utilization of multi-scale convolutional kernels and concatenation of feature maps from previous layers, it can just weigh parts with fixed scales, while lacking the capacity to emphasize regions with flexible scales. In contrast, when the pyramid attention is used, attention masks are able to capture information at various scales.

Effects of Hyper-parameter $t$. Values of $t$ (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4) are compared. It can be seen that performance increases when $t$ increases from 0.25 to 1, but drops when $t$ increases from 1 to 4.

4.4. Experiments on Cross-quality Face Matching

Notice that this task is very close to real-world scenarios where the match is between faces from access control, video surveillance, or public safety (low-quality faces) and enrolled photos (high-quality faces). Following the work [7], several public models are compared. As shown in Table 3, our method HPDA increases the accuracies.

There are many factors that can influence the quality of face images, such as resolution, pose, expression, age, and illumination. A positive pair of high-quality and low-quality faces are shown in Fig. 1, Rows 1, 2. In such cases, the local CNNs can learn discriminative and diverse local regions. As illustrated in Column 6, it is observed that the local CNNs filter out useless background information and enhance important regions. In contrast, without the diverse learning, these compared models cannot filter out background, which would inevitably decrease the performance.

Previous landmark-based and attention-based local methods are qualitatively compared with the proposed HPDA model. Landmark-based methods crop face parts around landmarks, suffering from noise from adjacent parts or background. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, Columns 1, 2, 3, mouths have varying shapes or sizes (Row 1) due to expression changes. As a consequence, some crops contain noise from noses and background (Row 2). Meanwhile, because of pose variations (Row 1, Columns 4, 5) and occlusions (Row 1, Column 6), some parts are partly or completely invisible. In such cases, background (Row 2, Columns 4, 5) or sunglasses (Row 2, Column 6) are cropped, leading to noisy representations. Moreover, it is noticed that landmark detection may be not accurate, resulting in inaccurate crops (Row 2, Columns 4, 5). For the attention-based models without diverse learning, many unimportant or noisy facial regions are emphasized in Fig. 2, Row 2. In contrast, our proposed HPDA model can locate discriminative parts and suppress less informative, as shown in Row 3, demonstrating its superiority.

4.5. Experiments on Cross-age Face Matching

We compare performances on CALFW and CACD-VS datasets in Table 3. It can be seen that HPDA model can slightly outperform others. For this task, as shown in Fig. 1, Rows 3, 4, even if these faces have undergone dramatic appearance changes, some local facial regions (e.g. the pointy
nose) remain to be very characteristic and the face shape (i.e. the oval face) is still similar. Accordingly, the global CNN (Column 7) and local CNNs (Column 6) focus on facial shapes and pointy noses, respectively.

### 4.6. Experiments on Cross-pose Face Matching

As shown in Table 3, our HPDA model outperforms the state-of-the-art on CPLFW and VGGFace2-FP datasets. Results on VGGFace2-FP dataset of Center loss, SphereFace and ArcFace models are from [29]. There are several reasons that can explain the results. First, local patches appear at different sizes due to pose changes. Especially, profile faces are self-occlusion where only partial organs are visible, like the small-scale mouths in Fig. 2, Columns 7, 8. The problem above motivates us to develop the pyramid attention to capture multi-scale features. Second, background distraction is a common problem for faces with large pose variations. On one hand, there are some transition regions between discriminative local patches (e.g. noses, eyes, mouths) and background for frontal faces. On the other hand, discriminative local patches are near to noisy background for profile faces. As a result, noisy background tends to be cropped with discriminative local patches, leading to inferior representations. This is especially serious for landmark-based local methods because face landmarks may lie in the background, as shown in Fig. 6, Row 2, Columns 4, 5. Meanwhile, because previous attention-based local methods do not consider the attention diversity, some useful regions are missed, as shown Fig. 2, Columns 7, 8, Row 2. The proposed diverse learning can alleviate this issue by emphasizing discriminative face regions and suppressing less important and background distraction, as illustrated in Row 3.

Besides, the local CNNs extract complementary information to the global CNN. One positive pair with pose changes are shown in Fig. 1, Rows 5, 6, which have similar eyes and big lips. The global CNN describes eyes in Column 7. Meanwhile, the local CNNs focus on big lips in Column 6. The combined local and global CNNs (Column 8) show that the complementarity between the local CNNs and the global CNN is learned.

### 4.7. Experiments on LFW Dataset

We also report the accuracy on the popular LFW dataset where most faces are frontal or near-frontal. As shown in Table 3, our model is only slightly worse than ArcFace, but outperforms all other models. Although our proposed HPDA model is designed to solve challenging face matching tasks, it still has an excellent generalization ability on LFW dataset.

### 5. Conclusion

We have proposed the HPDA model for face recognition, which adaptively extracts hierarchical multi-scale local representations. A pyramid attention has been applied to locate multi-scale discriminative face regions automatically and weigh adaptively for multiple facial parts. To capture diverse local facial representations, a diverse learning has been introduced to guide multiple attentions to locate diverse facial parts. The hierarchical bilinear pooling has been used to fuse complementary features from different layers. Experimental results on several very challenging face recognition tasks have validated the effectiveness and importance of our proposed HPDA model.
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